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Investment objectives
To generate positive total returns from a diversified portfolio of bonds and other debt securities and 
collective investment schemes (CIS), as described below.

*The performance data shown represents the actual performance of the Collins Stewart Fixed Interest Fund (“CS Fund”) which transferred into the 
CGWM Bond Fund (the “Fund”) on 17/01/2014. Performance and expenses of the Fund will vary from this historical performance. The CS Fund was a 
cell of The Collins Stewart PCC Ltd which commenced on 25/05/2006 and was managed with comparable parameters and investment process by the 
same investment team as the Fund. Morningstar agreed to the transfer of the historical data from the CS Fund to the Fund. The performance shown is 
of the A class of the Fund and is also representative of the A USD Hedged class. Future asset allocation including geographical allocations will depend 
on prevailing market conditions and sentiment and may be significantly different to the asset allocation of the past. Past performance is not indicative 
of future performance. 

***The Synthetic Risk and Reward Indicator (SRRI) displays the historic volatility of the fund’s performance and categorises it accordingly. The values 
will range from 1 to 7, where 1 will mean lower risk and 7 indicates that the level of risk is relatively high.

Top 10 holdings (%)
IPIC Ltd 6.875% 14/03/2026 5.63

Twentyfour Income Global Bond Fund 5.31

Kames High Yield Global Bond Fund 5.13

GAM Star PLC – Credit Opportunity 5.04

Society of Lloyds 4.75% 30/10/2024 3.48

Temasek 5.125% 26/07/2040 3.32

Johnson & Johnson 5.5% 06/11/2024 3.27

Petroleos Mexicanos 8.25% 02/06/2022 3.25

Temasek 4.625% 26/07/2022 3.18

EIB I/L 2.65% 16/04/2020 3.13
Source: CGWM

Ratings breakdown (%)
AAA 27.54

AA 13.28

A 24.79

BBB 3.25

Specialist Funds 27.44

Cash 3.70

Yield/duration (%)
Gross Income Yield 4.00

Bond Weighted YTM 2.85

Bond Weighted Duration 4.96

Cumulative performance (%)*
Total return from inception to 31/08/2017 (peer group data from Morningstar, these figures are unaudited)

1 month 3 months YTD 1 year 3 years 5 years Inception

CGWM Fund performance +0.86 +1.09 +4.26 +2.37 +11.70 +17.76 +54.49

Citi UK GBI 3-7 Yr GBP +0.63 +0.11 +1.12 +0.07 +10.27 +10.24 +65.42

Return profile*

Source: Morningstar & CGWM

As at the end of August 2017

Key facts
Lead managers: Richard Pemberton/ 
Paul Philp
Fund size: £41.3m
Ireland inception date: 17/01/2014
ISA/PEP eligible: Yes
SIPP eligible: Yes
UK reporting status: Yes
FCA recognised: Yes
CBoI Authorised: Yes
MAS restricted foreign scheme: No

Sector analysis (%) Currency analysis (%)

CGWM Select Bond Fund

Other information
Minimum investment:
Initial (or currency equivalent): £5,000
Ongoing (or currency equivalent): £1,000
Domicile: Ireland
Custodian/Trustee: Northern Trust
Yield**: 3.24%
SRRI***: 3

Dealing
Cut-off time: 2pm
Dealing frequency: Daily
Contact Northern Trust (fax):
+353 1 531 8516

Contact us
funds@canaccord.com
UK: +44 20 7523 4552
Jersey: +44 1534 708 090
Guernsey: +44 1481 733 900
Isle of Man: +44 1624 690 100

**Source: Northern Trust

Important information 
Please read over page

Investment involves risk. The value  
of investments and the income from 
them can go down as well as up and 
you may not get back the amount 
originally invested.

Investors should carefully read the 
Key Investor Information Document 
(KIID) and Fund Supplement before 
making a decision to invest.

Past performance is not indicative 
of future performance.



The Fund returned +0.86% through August 2017 (+4.27% YTD). As a comparative, the Citi UK 
Government Bond Index 3-7 year was up +0.63% over the month (+1.12% YTD). August was 
a month when a degree of risk aversion crept into the market. Geopolitical risks developed, 
with aggressive rhetoric and missile tests from North Korea, aiding the performance of core 
government debt. 

Despite this economic data across the globe continues to move ahead steadily (with the notable 
exception of the UK), with inflation failing to break upwards out of its recent range despite very low 
levels of unemployment in the US, Germany, Japan and the UK. This means central banks have 
the luxury of allowing the current expansion to continue, without jamming their collective feet onto 
the brake pedal of rising interest rates even if reducing the size of their Quantitative Easing-bloated 
balance sheets remains a priority. In addition, recent corporate earnings announcements have 
been positive, with a larger proportion of companies beating estimates than for several years prior.

In the US, the controversy that followed the violent events in Charlottesville served to increase 
political disarray in the Trump administration. Nevertheless, the US economy continued to 
demonstrate solid growth, reducing the risk of an imminent deceleration. Second-quarter GDP 
growth was revised up to 3.0%, while unemployment fell to 4.3%. Retail sales picked up to 4.2%, 
year on year, and the consumer sentiment index jumped to 97.6, beating estimates and returning to 
the peak it reached in January on promises from the new administration. 

In Europe, economic momentum improved, with the euro area posting second-quarter GDP growth 
of 2.2%—the highest level since 2011. Flash composite purchasing managers’ indices (PMI) 
remained strong at 55.8 and consumer confidence increased to -1.5, close to June’s 10-year high, 
increasing expectations for third-quarter growth driven by strong domestic dynamics. The euro 
continued to strengthen, touching 1.20 vs. the US dollar. Inflation accelerated to 1.5% and core 
inflation remained at 1.3% below the European Central Bank (ECB) policy target of 2%. 

The third round of negotiations between UK and EU has begun, with a multi-year transitional 
agreement likely to arrive after March 2019. The labour market report showed a fall in the 
unemployment rate to 4.4% the lowest level since 1975. Several manufacturing surveys remained 
strong, showing a rise in overall and export orders. The FTSE 100 was one of the few indexes in 
Europe with positive returns in local currency in August at +1.6%, partly driven by a new record low 
from sterling. Nevertheless, inflation remained at 2.6% in line with the Bank of England’s forecast 
giving the central bank time to delay the rate hike that is expected later in 2018.

The key to achieving optimum risk-reward is diversification, encompassing a blend of traditional 
plain-vanilla bond assets, complemented by specialist, thematic and dynamic bond fund strategies. 
The Fund’s headline yield to maturity (YTM) is currently at 2.85% and we continue to target 
an income delivery of 3% per annum. The Fund’s duration has been maintained at a relatively 
defensive 4.96yrs. The Fund’s credit quality is strong with a weighting to the highest quality assets 
of 45% (AAA/AA/cash). 

The Fund has GBP, USD and EUR hedged share classes and both distributing and accumulation 
share classes available for investment.

CGWM Select Bond Fund –
Manager’s commentary

Sub Funds and share classes

ISIN Initial Fee AMC Ongoing Charge

CGWM Select Bond Fund

A GBP (Accumulation) IE00BYNFQ459 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A EUR Hedged (Accumulation) IE00BYNFQ566 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A USD Hedged (Accumulation) IE00BYNFQ673 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A SGD Hedged (Accumulation) IE00BYPZNZ37 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A GBP (Distribution) IE00BGLP1Z72 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A EUR Hedged (Distribution) IE00BGLP2096 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A USD Hedged (Distribution) IE00BGLP2104 0% 0.5% 0.93%

A SGD Hedged(Distribution) IE00BYPZP025 0% 0.5% 0.93%

AMC = Annual Management Charge
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This document is for information purposes only and 
is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer 
to purchase or sell investments or related financial 
instruments. This document has no regard for the 
specific investment objectives, financial situation 
or needs of any specific entity. Investments involve 
risk. The investments discussed in this document 
may not be suitable for all investors. Investors 
should make their own investment decisions based 
upon their own financial objectives and financial 
resources and, if in any doubt, should seek advice 
from an investment adviser. Past performance is 
not necessarily a guide to future performance and 
an investor may not get back the amount originally 
invested. Where investment is made in currencies 
other than the investor’s base currency, the value of 
those investments, and any income from them, will be 
affected by movements in exchange rates. This effect 
could be unfavourable as well as favourable. Levels 
and bases for taxation may change.

Canaccord Genuity Investment Funds plc (“CGIF”) is 
an umbrella fund with segregated liability between 
sub-funds. CGIF is incorporated with limited liability 
as an open-ended umbrella investment company 
with variable capital under the laws of Ireland with 
registered number 367917 and authorised under the 
European Communities (Undertakings for Collective 
Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations, 
2011. The registered office of CGIF is 25-28 North 
Wall Quay, IFSC, Dublin 1, Republic of Ireland. CGIF 
is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. CGIF 
is a recognised collective investment scheme for 
the purposes of Section 264 of the UK Financial 
Services and Markets Act, 2000. CGIF is classified 
as a Restricted Scheme by the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore under paragraph 2(3) of the Sixth Schedule 
to the Securities and Futures (Offers of Investments)
(Collective Investment Schemes) Regulations 2009. 
CGIF is recognised in the Isle of Man under Paragraph 
1 of Schedule 4 to the Collective Investment Schemes 
Act 2008. The Isle of Man Financial Services Authority 
does not vouch for the correctness of any statements 
or opinions expressed with regard to CGIF. 

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (“CGWM”)
is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
(International) Limited (“CGWI”) in Guernsey, Isle of 
Man and Jersey and of Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Limited (“CGWL”) which are wholly owned subsidiaries 
of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. For the UK: this 
document is issued by Canaccord Genuity  
Wealth Limited (“CGWL”) which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registered Office: 41 Lothbury, London, EC2R 7AE. 
For Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey: this document 
is issued by CGWI which is licensed and regulated by 
the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Isle 
of Man Financial Services Authority and the Jersey 
Financial Services Commission and is a member of 
the London Stock Exchange and The International 
Stock Exchange. CGWI is registered in Guernsey. CGWI 
is registered under the Financial Services (Jersey) 
Law 1998 (as amended) to carry out “funds services 
business”. The Jersey Financial Services Commission 
is protected by the Financial Services (Jersey) Law 
1998, against any liability arising from the discharge 
of its functions under those laws. The information 
contained herein is based on materials and sources 
that we believe to be reliable, however, CGWM make 
no representation or warranty, either express or 
implied, in relation to the accuracy, completeness 
or reliability of the information contained herein. All 
opinions and estimates included in this document 
are subject to change without notice and CGWM 
are under no obligation to update the information 
contained herein. None of CGWM, their affiliates or 
employees shall have any liability whatsoever for any 
indirect or consequential loss or damage arising from 
any use of this document. CGWM do not make any 
warranties, express or implied, that the products, 
securities or services advertised are available in 
your jurisdiction. Accordingly, if it is prohibited to 
advertise or make the products, securities or services 
available in your jurisdiction, or to you (by reason of 
nationality, residence or otherwise) such products, 
securities or services are not directed at you. CGWM 
and/or connected persons may, from time to time, 
have positions in, make a market in and/or effect 
transactions in any investment or related investment 
mentioned herein and may provide financial services 
to the issuers of such investments. In order to provide 
a comparison of the Fund’s performance against 
that of its peers, the fund manager believes that the 
investment parameters of the Fund most closely 
match those of the international peer group. Investors 
should be aware however, that this fund may differ 
from those included in the international peer group in 
terms of fees, tax treatment or other features.


